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Eight years ago, the famous Big Bang theory was ruled out for good by the new fundamental-

physics discipline of Cryodynamics, sister of chaos-based Thermodynamics. It confirmed Fritz 

Zwicky’s early expansion-free explanation of the then newly discovered Hubble law in 1929. 

The by now 91 years long inability of the whole scientific community to mentally follow Zwicky-

1929 defines a modern Dark Age. Nothing like this has occurred since Bruno got burnt at the stakes 

on the Camp of Flowers in the Rome of the year 1600. 

Once a collective IQ blunder has been diagnosed, though, there exists a chance for it to be healed 

in an improved consensus. In the present case, the solution consists in Zwicky getting rehabilitated 

in the scientific community at large. So far, however, the community rather sticks to the disproved 

Big Bang theory. This dismal fact entails an existential consequence: The famous LHC experiment 

at CERN is allowed to openly bet earth on the disproved Big Bang theory since early 2008. For 

CERN is unable to renew its latest planetary safety report LSAG from that year (the 4 initials stand 

for “Large-Hadron-Collider Safety Assessment Group”). This notwithstanding, CERN resolved to 

perform the LHC experiment over 12 years so far by means of the trick of eaving 

the LSAG undated in the hope that the media won’t catch the fraud (as they don’t). This 

unprecedented collective blunder is called “CERN GATE” in analogy to the famous “Watergate” 

scandal of the 1970s. 

The present Dark Age differs from the last medieval one in one crucial respect: It involves an 

assault on earth’s own continued existence, perpetrated in the collective belief in the Big Bang and 

Hawking radiation – both ruled out by Zwicky as confirmed by Cryodynamics. 

The current planet-wide Corona Crisis allows one to better understand the CERN Crisis: Corona 

will predictably cost almost two percent of all human lives in an exponential growth curve of 
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casualties. The ongoing Corona Crisis nevertheless forms a by comparison harmless analog to the 

likewise exponentially progressing CERN Crisis. The latter consists in the fact that the first 

sufficiently slow CERN-generated microscopic black hole (provided such exist as cannot be ruled 

out) gets stuck inside earth to grow there exponentially so as to eat the planet inside out by 

transforming it into a 2-cm black hole. The only life insurance against this fatality is the planet-

wide belief in Hawking radiation which – unfortunately – got ruled out by Zwicky’s global-

c result. 

The current planet-wide explosion of casualties in the Corona virus epidemic could in the end cost 

two percent of all human lives in the tragic manifestation of an exponential growth law. Yet even 

if the explosion can be slowed down sufficiently to keep it manageable by the planetary society, 

as everyone hopes, the now slowly understood power of an exponential growth law has a beneficial 

side to it: it reminds all earthlings of another, now for 12 years collectively embraced earth-

engulfing catastrophe – CERNGATE – which demands an immediate closing down of the LHC 

experiment at CERN. 
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